
1. Is it true?     2. Am I honest?     3. Is it fair to all concerned?     4. Will it build friendship and good will?     5. Will it be benefical to all concerned? 
 

wise – just – brave – moderate   //  obedient – diligent – conscientious – humble   //  faith – hope -  love 
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FILUM - "Wisdom"  
How and why was FILUM created? 
Why the number 1565 on my bust? 
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qualitative ?    –    innovative  ?    –    prepared  ?    –    flexible ?   –   competent ? –  value conscious ? 
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Thread of life SM 161207  see also left below  

Dear FILUM friends 
 
At a birthday party of my wife Brigitte (84) with 
a concert in the FILUM dedicated to her, I 
reminded our KSG members about the secrets 
of how the FILUM came about. In the foyer 
visitors can also read something new.  
What were the decisive reasons and many 
coincidences for our highly praised FILUM? 
 
Not for nothing I had a bust made for people 
who don't know me - and for the world after 
me. It only shows my head;  not what was 
going on inside him, what was behind him and 
what led KSG to the FILUM in 2012 besides too 
much else.  
Consciously as thanks and reference to my 
ancestors and decisive coincidences in my life I 
had the number 1565 added before. So is the 
Bonhoeffer quote.  
Without their background there would be no FILUM. 
 
Bonhoeffer's wonderful philosophical words paved the way for my wife Brigitte to me one day after 
my 50th birthday (28 Oct. 1982) as a wonderful coincidence. The new meaning of life, enriched for 
both of us in this way, also with love for our music enthusiastic youth, founded the joint decision for 
the FILUM. For the many young music lovers, 
this FILUM-Karl-Schlecht music school 
named after me is to become their home. 
Here, a growing love of music is supposed to 
give meaning and joy for a successful life in 
the later profession. 
Let the short text attached today illustrate 
this to our Filum visitors. 
 
The great wisdom of Dietrich Bonhoeffer, murdered by German Nazis, illustrates 
what can become of German people despite knowing primeval human values if they give their trust 
to a criminal leader. My father recognized this as an athlete in 1928, and throughout his life he was 
an opponent of the Nazi regime and, like me, was more of a social-democratic thinker. Thank God he 
came back in 1945 - when Hitler's opponents had already joined the military in mid-1939 - in one 
piece. He gave me the idea of building a mortar pump as a student. He, too, is a direct source of ideas 
to which this FILUM owes its existence. As a plasterer craftsman he bought and played a piano for 
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himself even before I was born in 1932. How happy he would be about our FILUM today! He is like 
one of my ancestors - Mathäus Schlecht 1807 - on the historic Bernhaus cemetery of the Old Pietists - 
buried since 1976 - only a few meters away from my dear parents on the east side of the new 
cemetery. 
 
 

 
Briefly to the terms used above from the encyclopedia  
 
wisdom 
Wisdom:  
1. understanding wisdom, life experience, spiritual, inner maturity; superior knowledge, learning; 
the... of age; with its... at the end, to be finished (fig.; umg.) no longer know, perplexed his 2  wise 
saying (folk), wise statement, clever teaching; the book is full of (fine)... en (too wise). 
 
mission statement 
Philo-sophie -  literally love of wisdom; doctrine of knowledge, of the origins and context of things in 
the world, of being and thinking.  
Phi-lo-sophie-ren - philosophy, to think about the origins and the essence of things; to speak 
thoughtfully about something, to seek.... to recognize in conversation. 
 
...As I try to explain here for FILUM friends - to contribute to the realization for visitors how and why 
all this was given to me or us, with which we will in future support other young people for their 
successful lives and thus bring lasting joy. Being inspired by role models, so to speak, to do better in 
one's own life. 
 
 
Photo impressions of the event "Concert at the FILUM on the occasion of Brigitte Schlecht's 
birthday". 
 

 
Links see also http://www.karl-schlecht.de/download  
- FILUM-"Thread of Life"  
- FILUM Photo Book 
- FILUM brochure  
- Happy birthday 3  
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